
Date reported to PO Location Details Reported by Reported to Police Incident No Action taken and cost of repair

14/01/2020 Block garages - rear Palmers Way Fly tipping - sofa and bike RW Reported to SCDC

Dec/Jan Empty charity box discarded in hedge TS

Jan Littlehands Garden toys thrown on to roof GC

27/02/2020 Royston Road, Greenlow Kennels drive carpets fly tipped TS Reported to SCDC

Feb / March High Street - various

Reports of young people causing nuisance and danger to self and others 

along the High Street Various Reported to 101 Incident number INT/35/4WIZ/1132020

18/03/2020 Track to the rear of allotments Young people smoking weed BD

Reported to PCSO 

James Lynch

23/03/2020 Stockbridge Meadows Evidence of a fire DB

Reported to PCSO 

James Lynch

25/03/2020 Orchard Road cemetery Groups of people gathering and smoking weed Resident

Report to PCSO 

James Lynch and 101 

online Incident number INT/35/LUXS/2632020

18/05/2020 Stockbridge Meadows People gathering Various

Report to PCSO 

James Lynch and 101 

online

18/05/2020 Track at the top of Water Lane Fly tipping (poss asbestos material) TS Reported to SCDC

Various

New Rec and generally around the 

village Litter left on open spaces due to groups gathering.  Bins overflowing.  Various

01/06/2020 Vicarage Close Salt bin damaged - lid broken DB

15/07/2020 Bottom of London Way Fly tipping - 2 x wings from car TS TS moved to pick up point by bin

15/07/2020 Bench by River Mel (nr pavilion Bench damaged - one slat needs replacing CS KR has inspected - does not seem repairable.

Various

Illegal access to High Street from 

Norgetts Lane and Water Lane

Various reports by residents - increased incidents since Mortlock Street has 

been closed.  Various

Emailed SvdV, PCSO 

James Lynch.  

Police have attended and observed.  Sat Nav is directly people to access High Street from Norgetts.  

Police have emailed suggesting repainting road markings.  Resident has requesting Norgetts Lane is 

closed off to the High Street both ways. Discussed by MC

11/08/2020 Damage to no parking sign in car park

One of the 'No parking after 3pm' signs has been damaged and removed 

from the fencing. JH Wardens have re-installed the sign.  No further action. 

vARIOUS Fly tipping Various reports of fly tipping - definitely increased over the summer.  

CL to put posters on website, facebook and notice boards.  Tim Stebbings reporting back whenever 

he finds items. Problem areas generally farm tracks, London Way / Back Lane. JH also discussing 

with SCDC.  CL has put a call in to PCSO to share information.  

09/10/20 -11/10/20 Fly tipping Various reports of fly tipping and litter over the weekend TS

Main areas include Greenbanks, near Pig Farm and farm tracks. Pig farm reported to SCDC. TS 

cleared the rest of the fly tipping  collected from pick up point at Back Lane by SCDC on 14/10/20

18/10/2020 Car park Salt from the yellow bin has been spread all around the car park.  JH / Resident Wardens to install padlock on the bin

18/10/2020 New bus shelter Back rest on new bus shelter broken GC GC returned damaged piece.  Contractors to refit and re-enforce.

20/10/2020 Trade bin (green) outside Littlehands Bin damaged by fire GC

SM to report to SCDC. SCDC to provide replacement.  Bin to be kept locked - query this with SCDC 

for emptying. 

11/11/2020 Abandoned van on High Street Untaxed and in poor condition TS CL has reported to SCDC

18/01/2021 Disused orchard behind allotments Meeting place with signs of drug use TS

Reported to PCSO 

James Lynch SM to report to James Lynch

27/01/2021 Fly tipping Fly tipping at the back of 30 Worcester Way DB Reported to SCDC SM reported to SCDC

05/02/2021 Fly tipping 

Fly tipping along London Way. Rubbish found includes addresses and 

evidence of substance use. TS Reported to SCDC

TS moved to pick up point by bin and retained items with addresses on and evidence of substance 

use. Photos of addresses and evidence of substance use sent to SCDC

11/02/2021 Abandoned trailer + fly tipping

Adandoned trailer Greengage Rise, not moved for at least 2 months. Sofa 

and other rubbish left in trailer. DB Reported to SCDC SM reported to SCDC

05/03/2021 Suspicious vehicle - The Moor

"Suspicious" vehicle reported by resident behind the allotments where fly 

tipping has occurred. No illegal behaviour witnessed. Resident Reported to SCDC SM contacted SCDC and gave description of the vehicle for their records 

15/03/2021 Fire in the Old Orchard Shed in Old Orchard destroyed by fire DB

16/03/2021 Graffiti on bus shelter (High Street) Graffiti reported by neighoburing resident Resident Reported to wardens - they will paint over

23/03/2021 Littering and noise in car park

Neighbour reported noisy gathering and litter left in car park.  Requested 

Parish Office look at CCTV.  Incidents were at night so CCTV was not clear. Resident

Various Litter Various - littering generally on the increase around the village. Various

13/04/2021 Car park Young people throwing salt around and littering Resident CCTV images available.  SM to follow up with MVC

20/04/2021 Junction at The Cross Offensive graffiti on the road Resident

Reported to SCDC Enviro team to clean.  Reported to police with follow up email sending photos.  

Police incident no. CC-28042021-0461

21/04/2021 Workshop on the car park Offensive graffiti on the wall Resident Wardens to paint over.

21/04/2021 Multiplay, Clear Crescent Play Park Two burn marks inside tunnel on children play equipment ROSPA inspector Monitor

Various Offensive poster Offensive poster sellotaped to various locations around the village Police

Copy of the poster reported to the police.  No further action at this time. CRIME REFERENCE 

35/28349/21

02/05/2021 Report of bullying on The Moor play area

Email reporting bullying on The Moor play area and request for PCSO 

contact details Resident

CL provided contact details for PCSOs.  Advised that there is a change of PCSOs in the village at this 

time.


